Bearth: a true story of Earth.
By Brooks A. Agnew
Based on the best-selling Bearth Trilogy. Planet Earth is alive. And it may
be pregnant. 3-season series of 1-hour episodes depicts the end times as
Earth begins giving birth to a new Earth. This fast-paced, sci-fi thriller is
set around actual scientific and historical events. A supernatural global
enemy seeks to conquer the race of mankind before the world comes
apart. President Robert Riker’s team of misfits is trying to save the world
against epic odds. The whole universe is watching and hoping the new
Earth does not return to its origin across the galaxy, empty.
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Bearth: Season One
Episode 1: The opening episode begins with Deepwater Horizon destroyed by a
pair of giant tsunamis that rip the rig apart. This cataclysm is only the beginning
as planet Earth begins coming apart as predicted by Dr. Loretta Wesson.
President Riker wins his election with a campaign run entirely on social media.
He becomes the world leader of the grand division. Richard Daring escapes
Pasadena in one of the greatest car chases and saves the President’s team
during an amazing jet aircraft escape.

Episodes 2-10: The evil Syndicate plots to kill the team, including the President
multiple times. True history of how the Syndicate came to power are recounted
in epic stories that enlighten the audience. The six teams are each developed
during the scenes so that the audience keeps up with how they affect one
another. Boris plans his revenge against the Jihadis, but is unwittingly being
used by the Syndicate to plunge the world into global war. Earth cataclysms
punctuate the episodes with quakes and stunning high-altitude lightning.

Episodes 11-14: The Syndicate leadership is uncovered as a member of the
ancient Nephilim—also know as the fallen angels. The history of how these
supernatural angel-class beings plan to capture the human race is revealed.
General Morlay fulfills his calling as the supreme human leader over the
Syndicate’s forces dedicated to plunging the planet into war. The corruption is
explained clearly enough to change the paradigm of the relationship between
man and the principalities focused on the destiny of Earth. The special effects
throughout the Series are compelling.
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